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- N = 20 shell gap is vanishing for Ne, Na, Mg isotopes. 
- The pf shell intrude into the sd shell at N = 20, leading to vanishing of 

shell gap.

Island of inversion
1975, ISOLDE: C. Thibault et al.:
Masses show considerable deviations 
for nuclei around Z=11, N=20.
⇒ additional binding energy

E.K. Warburton, J. A. Becker and B. A. Brown, PRC 41 (1990) 1147.
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• Normal VS Intruder configuration

leading to the collapse of classic shell closures and the appearance of new shell gaps. The
island of inversion around 32Mg, with neutron-rich nuclei at and close to the magic number
N=20 (illustrated in figure 2) shows strongly deformed ground states in Ne, Na, and Mg
isotopes. This is related to the reduction of the N=20 shell gap and quadrupole correlations
enabling low-lying deformed p h2 2 intruder states from the higher fp shell to compete with
spherical normal neutron p h0 0 states of the sd-shell. The promotion of a neutron pair across
the N=20 gap can result in deformed intruder ground states and the two competing con-
figurations can lead to the coexistence of spherical and deformed +0 states in the neutron rich
nuclei 30,32Mg.

The first convincing indication for the low-lying intruder states was deduced from the +2
state measured in RIKEN in 1995 for 32Mg using the new technique of intermediate-energy
CE [58]. A large ( )B E2 value of ( )e fm454 78 2 4 was measured corresponding to a large
quadrupole deformation of the ground state. These findings were exceeding expectations for a
semi-magic nucleus. Later on the ( )B E2 values for the neutron-rich Mg isotopes 30,32,34Mg
were measured by different groups at the intermediate-energy facilities MSU [59, 60] and
GANIL [61] showing a wide range of results (see figure 3).

In order to clarify the situation a spectroscopic program with MINIBALL was started in
2003 and transition-strength values in 30,31,32Mg and in 29,30Na were determined employing
the complementary technique of sub-barrier CE in inverse kinematics at safe energies. In
comparison with the intermediate-energy CE, the new approach gave improved γ-ray energy
resolution and cleaner background conditions. The results are barely influenced by nuclear
interference effects and by excitations of higher-lying states. The Radioactive beam
EXperiment for the post-acceleration of radioactive beams was ideally suited for this purpose.

Figure 2. Detail of the Segrè chart showing the region of the island of inversion. The
isotopes 30,31,32Mg and 29,30Na were investigated at REX-ISOLDE by means of safe
CE and transfer reactions. The transition between normal sdground-state configuration
and the intruder pf configuration is delineated. Results for the more neutron-rich
isotopes were obtained in recent years; the isotopes that have been examined are
marked for completeness. For further information see text.

J. Phys. G: Nucl. Part. Phys. 44 (2017) 044012 P A Butler et al
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• Nuclear chart of the island of inversion

E. K. Warburton et al., Phys. Rev. C 41 (1990) 1147
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- In case of even Ne isotopes, very low E(2+) at N = 20, 22 suggest that 30,32Ne belongs 
to the island of inversion. 

- 30Ne ⊗ 2p3/2 configuration of 31Ne ground state is evidence of the island of inversion. 
- Spectroscopic study of 33Ne is expected to broaden the understanding of island of 

inversion.

nated by the unknown lifetime of the 2þ state resulting in
an uncertainty in the position and velocity of the !-ray
emitting particle. The observed resolution is 15%
(FWHM). Assuming no feeding transition (there is no
evidence in either spectrum) the cross section for inelastic
excitation on C of the first 2þ state was deduced to be
13(3) mb. Owing to the large uncertainty in the cross
section and to the unknown optical model parameters at
this beam energy, no meaningful deformation parameter
could be extracted from the cross section.

In order to study the effect of the lifetime of the excited
state on the deduced !-ray energy a GEANT4simulation
was developed. In addition to the full detector, target and
beam line geometries, the simulation (as well as the data
analysis) took into account the lifetime of the excited state,
which is the principal contribution to the systematic un-
certainty. The assumed lifetimes were varied in an interval
from 0:5"R ¼ 31 ps to 2:0"R ¼ 123 ps, where "R ¼ 61 ps
was given by Raman’s global systematics [[30], Eq. (11)].

As a check of our method we determined the E ð2þ1 Þ of
30Ne produced after p2n removal from 33Na and after

inelastic scattering of 30Ne—another BigRIPS setting was
used for this measurement. Our result of 801(7) keVagrees
well with the literature value of 791(26) keV [20]. The
corresponding spectra are displayed in the insets of Fig. 2.
We now turn to the interpretation of our results. In Fig. 3

the experimental E ð2þ1 Þ values are shown as a function of
neutron number. The very low E ð2þ1 Þ at N ¼ 20 and 22
strongly suggest that there is no N ¼ 20 shell gap and that
32Ne as well as 30Ne belong to the island of inversion. A
very different behavior would be expected if N ¼ 20 was a
good magic number. For instance, the E ð2þ1 Þ as a function
of neutron number for 14 % Z % 20 exhibit a sharp peak at
N ¼ 20, where E ð2þ1 Þ in excess of 2 MeV are observed.
Also, according to the ‘‘NpNn’’ scheme [31], in which the
E ð2þ1 Þ is correlated with the inverse of the product of the
number of valence neutrons Nn and protons Np, a very dif-
ferent trend from that observed would be expected if N ¼
20 were a good magic number. Clearly this is not the case.
As long ago as 1990 Warburton et al. [6] predicted 32Ne

to lie inside the island of inversion, with essentially degen-
erate intruder (2@!) and normal (0@!) configurations.
Unfortunately no attempt was made to calculate the
E ð2þ1 Þ. Even now only a few predictions for the E ð2þ1 Þ of
32Ne exist [32–36]. Of particular interest are those of
Utsuno et al. [32] and Caurier et al. [34] as they exhibit
the best agreement with experimental data. This is shown
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FIG. 2. Doppler corrected !-ray energy spectra in coincidence
(& 5 ns) with 32Ne (a),(b) and 30Ne (c),(d). Panel (a) shows the
results for inelastic scattering of 32Ne and (b) the result for
proton removal from 33Na. The outcomes of the fitting procedure
are shown by the solid (total) and dashed (background) curves.
Here, both spectra were fitted simultaneously with the same peak
position and peak width, but different peak areas and background
parameters. The inset panels (c) and (d) show the results for
inelastic scattering of 30Ne and for p2n removal from 33Na,
respectively, populating the first 2þ state in 30Ne.
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FIG. 3. Comparison of experimental E ð2þ1 Þ in neutron-rich Ne
and Mg isotopes [15,17,20,30], indicated by horizontal lines (the
present work is shown in bold), with the shell-model results of
Utsuno et al. [32] (þ) and Caurier et al. [34,36] for the normal
(N , dashed) and intruder (I , dash-dotted line) configurations,
respectively. Their prediction for the configuration (N or I)
with the lowest energy 0þ state, i.e., the ground state, is marked
by a circle. The E ð2þ1 Þ are given relative to the 0þ state of the
same configuration.

PRL 103, 032501 (2009) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T E R S
week ending
17 JULY 2009

032501-3

P. Doornenbal et al., PRL 103, 032501 (2009)

• E(21+) in and Ne isotopes (N = even)

Island of inversion of Ne

!ðE1Þ ¼
Z 1

Sn

16"3

9@c NE1ðExÞ
dBðE1Þ
dEx

dEx: (2)

Since NE1ðExÞ is an exponentially decreasing function of
Ex, !ðE1Þ becomes significant only when the E1 strength
is concentrated at low excitation energies as for a soft E1
excitation [19,23]. It should be noted that since 1n removal
channel is measured here, some yield may be lost to the 2n
or other channels lying above the 2n threshold (S2n ¼
Sn þ 3:4ð0:3Þ MeV [5]), a feature which enhances the
sensitivity to the low-lying E1 strength. Soft E1 excitations
are unique in that the BðE1Þ spectrum peaks just above
threshold and results in!%1nðE1Þ as large as 0.5–1 b, while
the contributions from other E1 excitations, such as the
giant dipole resonances (GDR), are negligible [19]. The
validity of this picture can be confirmed by using the
known E1 strength function of 19C [15] to compute the
inclusive cross section at the current incident energy. The
calculated value of!%1nðE1Þ ¼ 610ð70Þ mb is indeed con-
sistent with the present measurement of 690(70) mb.

We now address the single-particle structure of the
ground state of 31Ne. Figure 2 compares the experimentally
deduced !%1nðE1Þ with calculations for possible valence-
neutron configurations. Owing to the large uncertainty in
Sn [5], the cross sections are shown as a function of Sn.

The calculations have been made in the following man-
ner. The 31Neg :s: wave function with spin parity J" is
modeled as a linear combination of single-particle configu-
rations: 30Neð0þ1 Þ &#nlj,

30Neð2þ1 Þ &#n0l0j0 ; . . . , where
#nlj represents the valence neutron in the nlj orbital.
The first configuration describes a valence neutron coupled
to the ground state of the 30Ne core. The second describes

coupling to the first excited state of 30Ne (2þ1 , Ex ¼
0:801ð7Þ MeV) [10,11]). Given the large effective neutron
binding energies, higher-lying core states will not contrib-
ute significantly to !%1nðE1Þ. As such, we consider only
the 30Ne 0þ1 and 2þ1 states couple to a 2s1=2, 1d3=2, 1f7=2,
and 2p3=2 valence neutron. The single-particle wave func-
tions were derived for a Woods-Saxon potential with r0 ¼
1:24 fm, diffuseness a¼ 0:62 fm and spin-orbit potential
VSO ¼ 7:0 MeV [24].
The E1 strength function is estimated based on the

Coulomb direct-breakup model of a coreþ 1n system
[14–16,25],

dBðE1Þ
dEx

/
X

ðlj;JcÞ
C2Slj;Jc

X

ðlfjfÞ
jhc lfjf jT̂ðE1Þj#nljij2; (3)

where C2Slj;Jc denotes the spectroscopic factor for
30NeðJ"c Þ &#nlj, and the E1 operator T̂ðE1Þ involves r,
the relative distance between the core and valence neutron.
The wave function c lfjf represents the neutron scattering

state in the exit channel. The core is considered to be a
spectator in the reaction. As the matrix element is related to
the Fourier transformation of r#ðrÞ, the BðE1Þ is enhanced
at low Ex for a halo system [14–16].
The cross section !%1nðE1Þ for each configuration is

then calculated by integrating Eq. (2) up to Ex ¼ Sn þ
3:4 MeVðS2nÞ, assuming that above this energy decay
occurs to a channel other than 1n emission. For C2S, we
use the maximum value of C2S¼ 1 for a state coupled to
30Neð0þ1 Þ and C2S¼ 2jþ 1 for a state coupled to
30Neð2þ1 Þ, which are the sum-rule limits [26]. For smaller
C2S, the cross section is reduced accordingly.
For the configurations involving 30Neð0þ1 Þ, the compari-

son in Fig. 2 shows that the data can not be reproduced by
the high-‘ configurations—30Neð0þ1 Þ&1d3=2 or

30Neð0þ1 Þ&
1f7=2. On the other hand, the configuration 30Neð0þ1 Þ &
2p3=2 (J" ¼ 3=2%) provides an excellent agreement with
the data for Sn ' 0:4 MeV. Note that the agreement is
good for any reasonable C2Sð<1Þ for lower values of Sn.
Similarly, the 30Neð0þ1 Þ & 2s1=2 configuration (J

" ¼ 1=2þ)
is also compatible with the data for Sn & 0:8 MeV.
In the case of configurations based on 30Neð2þ1 Þ, the

cross section will be reduced as the effective neutron
binding energy is increased by Ex of

30Neð2þ1 Þ, while the
higher limit employed for C2Swill enhance it. As a result,
two configurations, 30Neð2þ1 Þ & 2s1=2 with J" ¼
ð3=2; 5=2Þþ and 30Neð2þ1 Þ & 2p3=2 with J" ¼ ð1=2%
7=2Þ% are compatible with the data. In short, the configu-
rations that can explain the observed !%1nðE1Þ are
30Neð0þ1 Þ & 2p3=2,

30Neð0þ1 Þ & 2s1=2,
30Neð2þ1 Þ & 2s1=2 or

Neð2þ1 Þ & 2p3=2. These are all low-‘ configurations with
weak binding and, as such, are consistent with the forma-
tion of a halo.
Significantly, the naive shell model configuration of

30Neð0þ1 Þ & 1f7=2 does not contribute to the structure of

FIG. 2 (color online). The Coulomb breakup cross section for
31Ne (!%1nðE1Þ ¼ 540ð70Þ mb , hatched area) is compared with
calculations for possible configurations of the valence neutron
for the sum-rule limits of C2S as a function of Sn. The solid
curves are for the negative parity states, 2p3=2 and 1f7=2 coupled
to 30Neð0þ1 Þ, while the dot-dashed curves are for the positive
parity states, 2s1=2 and 1d3=2. The blue lines labeled with an
asterisk are for the configurations coupled to 30Neð2þ1 Þ.

PRL 103, 262501 (2009) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T E R S
week ending

31 DECEMBER 2009

262501-3

T. Nakamura et al., PRL 103, 262501 (2009)

• 𝜎 results of 31Ne compared with calculation
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Mass of 33Ne

- It is known that 33Ne is an unbound nucleus. 
- The mass of 33Ne can be obtained by measurement of Sn. 
- AME2012 predicts Sn to be -0.9 MeV.

52 M. Notani et al. / Physics Letters B 542 (2002) 49–54

Fig. 1. Two-dimensional A/Z versus Z plot, which was obtained
in the reaction of the 48Ca beam at 64A MeV on a 336 mg/cm2
tantalum target. (a) Was obtained at the 40Mg Bρ setting and (b) at
the 43Si setting. The new isotopes, 34Ne, 37Na and 43Si, are clearly
separated and visible. No events associated with 33Ne, 36Na and
39Mg were obtained.

the N = 2Z + 2 fragments from F to Al as well as
those forN = 2Z +4 from F to Na. The cross sections
for the isotopes with N = 2Z + 4 were obtained from
the data at the 40Mg Bρ setting while those for the
N = 2Z + 2 isotopes were obtained from the data at
the 41Al setting.
For the sake of comparison, the cross sections

predicted by the EPAX-II parametrization [37] are also
shown in Fig. 2. The experimental data show that the
cross sections decrease monotonically as a function

Fig. 2. Production cross sections for fragments withN = 2Z+2 and
N = 2Z + 4 as a function of the neutron number. The dashed curves
present the cross sections predicted by the EPAX-II. The solid line
shows a result of fitting of the data of the N = 2Z + 4 isotopes to an
exponential function.

of N , while the predicted results do not follow
this behavior, particularly for the most neutron-rich
isotopes. Thus, the EPAX-II may not be applicable to
the yield estimate for very neutron-rich nuclei.
To obtain a more reliable estimate of the cross

section, interpolation with experimental results was
performed, as it was successfully applied for the
studies of instability of 26O [2] and 28O [1]. This
method was applied to the case of the N = 2Z + 3
isotopes, where the data on the N = 2Z + 4 and N =
2Z + 2 nuclei with a common isospin are available.
The production cross section for a nucleus with N =
2Z + 3 should lie between those of the N = 2Z + 2
and N = 2Z + 4 nuclei, and be about one order of
magnitude larger (smaller) than that for N = 2Z + 4
(N = 2Z + 2). For instance, the 33Ne cross section
can be predicted to be about 10 pb, from the known
cross sections of 31F (∼ 1 pb) and 35Na (∼ 77 pb)
determined from the present experiment. Similarly,
the 36Na cross section is estimated to be about 3 pb
from the cross sections of 34Ne (∼ 0.1 pb) and 38Mg
(∼ 35 pb), while the 39Mg cross section is obtained
to be about 1 pb from the cross sections of 37Na
(∼ 0.1 pb) and 41Al (∼ 8 pb). The 1 pb cross section
corresponds to about 30 events for 39Mg at the 40Mg
Bρ setting. Thus, the absence of events of 33Ne, 36Na
and 39Mg clearly deviates from the expectation and
provides a proof for the particle unbound character of
33Ne, 36Na and 39Mg.

M. Notani et al., PLB 542, 49 (2002)

• PID plot near 33Ne isotopes

unbound!

• Unbound nuclei case

33Ne 32Ne + n
Sn

Erel

Ex

1st excited state

ground state0 MeV
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• S027 experiment

Experimental setup (BigRIPS)

Primary beam : 
 48Ca 
345 MeV/u

Primary target : 
20 mm Be

Secondary beam : 
F, Ne, Na… 
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34Na

C target
(12 mm)

32Ne

n

• S027 experiment 
• Secondary beam : 34Na  
• Secondary target : 12 mm C 
• C(34Na, 33Ne*) 
• Proton knockout reaction

Experimental setup (SAMURAI)
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1. Select the 34Na beam. 

• Beam PID using B𝜌-𝛥E-TOF method 

2. Select the 32Ne & n fragments. 

• Charged fragment PID using B𝜌-𝛥E-TOF method 

• Neutron selection with 1n coincidence 

3. Reconstruct relative energy (Erel) spectrum. 

• Invariant mass method from 4-momenta of fragments 

• Neutron detector efficiency & geometrical acceptance

C

33Ne*

32Ne
n

34Na

p knock-out

Procedure of analysis
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• Beam PID  

• F5 position for rigidity (B𝜌) of beam 

• Energy loss (𝛥E) at ICB 

• Time of flight (TOF) from F7 to F13 

• Beam Profile 

• BDC analysis

Beam analysis

A
Z

=
Bρ

γmucβ

Z = p0
ΔE

f(β5)
+ p1
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Secondary beam (34Na)

Total number 3.42598×105

Beam intensity ~7 pps

Energy ~260 MeV/u

𝛥Z/Z 1.32% (in 𝜎)

𝛥A/A 0.14% (in 𝜎)

A/Z
2.8 2.9 3 3.1 3.2 3.3 3.4

Z

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

Z:A/Z

34Na

Beam PID results (34Na)
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• Charged fragments PID 

• B𝜌 reconstruction using FDC data with transfer matrix 

• 𝛥E at Hodoscope 

• TOF from target to Hodoscope 

• Neutron 

• TOF from target to neutron detectors 

• Position at neutron detectors

Fragments analysis

A
Z

=
Bρ

γmucβ

Z = p0
ΔE

f(β5)
+ p1
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p/Z = B⇢ = (B⇢)0(1 + �)

p̂ =
~rFDC1 � ~rr
|~rFDC1 � ~rr|

p̂ : (unit vector of ~p)

~rFDC1 : (position at FDC1)

~rr : (reaction point)

Direction of charged fragments 

Rigidity (B𝜌) of charged fragments

2

4
x
✓
�

3

5

FDC2

=

2

4
(x|x) (x|✓) (x|�)
(✓|x) (✓|✓) (✓|�)
(�|x) (�|✓) (�|�)

3

5
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4
x
✓
�

3

5

FDC1

◇ Transfer matrices were obtained from OPTRACE calculationFDC1

SAMURAI  

Dipole Magnet

FD
C2

(x1, !1)

(x2, !2)

Fragment momentum
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x position : scintillator bar position
y position : y = c0 + c1 · (TU - TD)  

…

Scintillaot bars

x

y

Hit

TU

TD

Schematic picture of neutron detector Neutron 4 - momentum calculation

Neutron analysis
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⃗rn : (neutron hit point)
⃗rr : (reaction point)

TOFn = (TU + TD)/2 − Ttarget

⃗vn = ( ⃗rn − ⃗rr )/TOFn

⃗pn = γnmn ⃗vn

En = γmnc2



32Ne Number of events
w/o n coincidence 193

with n coincidence 27

Fragment PID
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Entries  193
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Integral     193
       0       0       0

       0     193       0
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Entries  193
Mean x   3.226
Mean y   9.994

Std Dev x  0.01628
Std Dev y  0.1389
Integral     193
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fragZ_align:fragAoZ_align {b34na&&f32ne_mod}
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A/ZA/Z
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Acceptance correction

nbeam ntarget (mb-1) ϵFDC ϵneutron

342598 1.08×10-4 0.975 0.488

dσ
dErel

=
nscat

nbeam ⋅ ntarget

1
ϵFDC ⋅ ϵneutron ⋅ ϵ(Erel, kF) ⋅ ΔErel

• Acceptance map of NEBULA layer1
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• Energy differential cross section



Chi2 Dist.

Pos. of Reso. (MeV)
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Lowest Chi2  3.87026 at  0.50000 MeV with width  0.00000 MeV

Position Error : +  0.0580, -  0.0690

Width Error : +  0.2460, -  0.0000

CS Error : + 0.04392, - 0.04791
Best parameter set

Par 0 :    0.0287688688
Par 1 :    0.0258476877
Par 2 :    0.0000007638
Par 3 :    0.0000012477
Total CS :  0.12477 mb

Relative energy spectrum
Peak:
Breit-Wigner shape

∼
Γl(E)

(E − ER + Δl(E))2 + Γl(E)2 /4

Background:
Maxwell-Boltzmann
a0 ⋅ E ⋅ Exp(−a1 ⋅ E)

pulse height > 6 MeVee

Preliminary result

Erel (MeV) 𝜞 (MeV) 𝞼-1p (mb) AME2012

1st peak < 0.26 0.9

2nd peak —

0.5+0.06
−0.07

1.4+0.14
−0.13
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𝜒2 / ndf = 3.8 / 7

0.125+0.044
−0.048

0.076+0.048
−0.051



• Model calculations are necessary to understand the 
experimental results of 33Ne. 

• Energy levels of 33Ne  

• 1p knock-out cross section (𝜎-1p) 

• Spectroscopic factor (C2S) 

• Single particle cross section (𝜎sp) 

• Call for theoretical help!

Next plan
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• The unbound states of 33Ne, which has not been measured, are 
populated by 1p knock-out reaction performed at S027 
experiment. 

• Total 27 events of 32Ne fragments with 1n coincidence are 
clearly identified from 34Na beam with ~7 pps.  

• The relative energy spectrum was reconstructed from the 
momenta of fragments by using invariant mass method. 

• Measured Sn = -0.5 MeV is compatible with AME 2012 value 
of -0.9 MeV. 

• Model calculations for energy levels and knock-out cross 
section of 33Ne will help to interpret the experimental results.

Summary
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Thank you!


